Fiordland voyage 2018
On Sylfia’s grand journey around NZ The sixth crew change was organized months in advance to take
place in Dusky sound on the 4th of March.
We started the journey the day before with four of us flying from Great Barrier to join Sarah in
Auckland, then flying down together to Queenstown where we spent a night celebrating Manus
birthday and doing last minute provisioning for our trip.
The first of the adventures started when communication with Sylfia had cut off a week before
departure, due to the satellite phone being faulty. I was starting to get anxious, but soon reassured
when Mary the legend from bluff fishermen’s radio called up to confirm that Sylfia will be in Supper
cove as planned, waiting for us to arrive by helicopter. I had no idea what they needed on board so
we just tried to imagine what 10 boys would have eaten in one month, we decided lots of fresh stuff
was in order.
When we picked up our rental car we very quickly realised the car we booked was very small to carry
five of us, our oversize luggage, and provisions for one month but there were no other options so we
just had to make do with large bags on our laps, cabbages at our feet and packets of food stashed
into every spare corner. But even though we had to drive two and a half hours, it didn’t bother us at
all, we were just amping to be on the road!
The heli flight was booked to leave from Te Anau and WOW the 30 minute flight was mind boggling,
soaring across lake Manapuri and over the high mountains into the fiords was pretty surreal,
reminding us of scenes from the Avatar movie, coming in close to the mountain cliffs trying to find
the best route through the gullies to avoid the rain clouds and then over the saddle into Dusky
sound, And what an awesome sight seeing Sylfia anchored amongst the steep mountains of the
fiords with thick beech forest tumbling down into the ocean. We landed on a tiny platform made of
logs, surrounded by water. The transfer was swift, unloading our luggage strait into the dinghy and
loading onto the helicopter the departing crew and their prized catch of deer.

Deep in dusky sound we all went on a few missions to explore the area, A couple of us went kayaking
up the river as far as we could until the rapids were too strong then jumped on shore to join the
dusky track for a small section to discover the forest, so dense and moist with many different
mosses, liken and epiphytes, covering the trees, like an enchanted forest, almost expecting to see
elves or fairy’s amongst the lush shades of green.
Next stop was in another arm of the fiord into fanny bay where we took on another river mission,
bush bashing up the river bank up to a beautiful lake, it was sunny and warm and the girls decided a
nuddie swim was in order, it was a quick event due to the sandflies yet so invigorating!!
At first we would move to a different spot everyday, each with a different charm and its own
adventures to be had- the boys would go bush on every given opportunity and attempt to go catch
deer meanwhile the girls would show them up- Sarah managing to catch a flounder with her bare
hands! That gave them a high bench mark to live up to!

Going into sportsman cove brought up some childhood memories of when Sylvan and I were kids
and we sailed down these ways with the family yacht 'Nanu' the narrow entrance is unnerving from
a distance, but as you edge in slowly it becomes clearer that even though it’s a tight squeeze it is
possible to just pass through, hoping there are no uncharted rocks in the passage! after 100m the
channel opens right up to a large cove which feels like a lake in the middle of an island and so calm
with some awesome reflections on the water.

’

So far the weather had been ideal without much wind. We knew that for fiordland this is not always
the case being the place with the highest amount of rainfall in the country. Knowing there was
strong wind predicted we went into cascade cove where we found a very large mooring to attach to
for the night we were very grateful for its sturdiness with the wind ripping down the valley and
making us dance around the mooring violently. We surely would have dragged if we would have had
to drop the pick.
The three girls set out on a historic remains discovery with very vague directions, instead we
stumbled across a river which had recently burst its banks in the recent rain storm. The river was
now very wide. Rock hopping our way upstream we were amazed by the force the river would have
had to move banks, trees and large boulders. The sun beamed down, exploring in wonder, finding
all the newly formed little pools, with crystal clear waters trickling through the blinding white rocks,
we were right in our element and even attempted a freezing cold swim in one of the idyllic pools.
This river very different to the moss and algae covered rocks in previously seen rivers, and looking
closely we could see their make up, with lots of little crystals and specs of gold. We had figured by
now that the shimmering specs we had seen was to our disappointment only ‘fools gold’ , but it
didn’t stop us searching for the real stuff!

We spent three days hanging onto a line tied to trees across luncheon cove, a beautiful spot in
Anchor island where one of the first European houses and yachts were built. I can’t quite gather
why out of all places how they came to choose his small remote island in Fiordland with the wildest
weather in NZ to set themselves up for some seal slaughtering. We made the most of it with plenty
of walks, diving, fishing and kayaking and partying to be had in this sweet cove. One morning Manu
and I went for a kayak around the many surrounding islands. Spotting a colony of seals frolicking
around, we watched them in amusement, like puppies of the sea, deciding they looked quite friendly
and playful, pre kitted up in our dive gear we jumped in, they only took to a few minutes to warm
up to us, soon about 15 of them were darting around us and doing little pirouettes, leaving trails of
bubbles behind , curiously coming closer and closer until they would brush right past looking at us
with their big dark eyes I was squealing with glee, definitely a highlight swimming with one of my
favorite animals! After about 20 minutes of frolicking around we started to feel a little
uncomfortable as there movements were a slowly becoming more aggressive so we decided to
leave their environment and paddled off, looking behind us to see them poking their heads out of
the water as if to say ‘’hey were you guys goin’? come back and play!”

By now we have been on many bush bashing missions and most of the time we would at some point
end up getting lost, trying to navigate our way around with inaccurate maps, average compass
reading skills, under estimating our small amount of local knowledge and just not being prepared for
the Fiordland wilderness. It made for good release of cabin fever, team building and discovering
new, mysterious and wonderful places that we would have never got to otherwise, some thought
they would look forward to civilisation, walking a nicely laid out path others thought it would be
boring!
After a rough and rolly downwind ride down the coast making most of the crew seasick, we surfed
into preservation inlet, In awe of the albatrosses and flocks of sea birds gliding so effortlessly above
the large breakers crashing on the reef entrance. The true Fiordland weather had started to show its
face with gale force freezing winds whipping down the sounds with sleet rain, dragging anchor and
having to tie to trees off the stern and islands off the bow which made for unnerving excitement and
a few sleepless nights.

After waiting for a good weather window we managed to creep out from shelter and anchored near
Peusegar point, which made for a beautiful walk to the lighthouse with expansive views along the
wild coast and looking down on the huge waves crashing on the rocks below. Unbelievable to find
out about this rugged area's rich history in mining for gold, coal, copper and silver, as well as
farming logging, whaling and sealing! Sylvan and the boys still determined to catch the elusive deer
saw three in these open areas but still no luck! Near the entrance of the fiords the diving where the
visibility is clearer has been beautiful, with all kinds of kelp, crevasses and tons of life, providing us
with all kinds of sea food delicacies , butterfish galore- giant Paua (abalone) and as many crayfish
one could ever eat!

Leaving preservation inlet was pretty hectic. Crossing the bar with 35-40 knots of strong winds from
behind and very large confused rolling swells from all angles, gripping on tight and hooning along
with the slightest bit of sail and still racing at 10kts! even though it wasn’t the preferred weather to
be out there to start with, the swell smoothed out and the wind died right down as we crossed over
to the west coast of Stewart island. The real drive from the boys was to get to masons bay to surf the
large 5m swell rolling in. We arrived in the middle of the night, waking up the next day was like a kid
on Christmas morning... Frothing at the seams, amping to get their fix and surf new remote
territories, cracking it! fun was had all round. Those who didn't surf on their boards surfed kayaks
into shore and had their fair share of waves and getting soaked too. For a quick hike up the hill with
extensive views of the long white sandy beach, merging into rugged coastline. Stewart Island a
whole different energy to Fiordland but still wild and beautiful in its own way.

After three epic wave sessions the boys are satisfied and the winds are good to continue on with our
journey. We decide to take the southern around the southern point of Stewart island which made
for great sightseeing watching the seabirds and albatrosses circling around us and sailing past
mount gog and mgog with their unusual moonscape like terrain left us in wonder, keen to have a
closer look but unfortunately the weather window is small and we must carry on to get to Oban in
the north of Stewart island in time for a crew change. Rounding the southern tip we transition from
the Tasman sea into the southern ocean, the currents meeting make for disturbed waters with wind
against tide and confused swell, which is not very comfortable motoring as we pound our way
through the narrow gap between Stewart islands and the little islands laying further south. We know
we are lucky this is a relatively calm day for this area with only about 15kts of wind. We can imagine
how gnarly it can get and are amazed by all the little shacks perched on some of the rocky and some
of the remotest little islands in in NZ, how do the people manage to get here and land safely? We
later find out that it is the mutton birders huts. Along the way we stop for the night in port Pegasus
which looks like a whole other epic playground we could spend a couple weeks in but unfortunately
the next day we have to keep making tracks.. Can’t do it all, we will have to save that one for next
time!

On arrival in Oban Tim, Jane and Sarah departed and Emily, Nicki and Pauline came on board. We
have spent the last week in the area checking out island life, doing a few hikes, bike rides and
discovering beautiful little coves, rivers and beaches. One of the highlights was visiting Ulva island
one of the oldest bird sanctuaries in the country which was teaming with life, we saw a few birds we
hadn’t seen before, the kakariki, saddle back, stewart island robin and grey warbler. At night we
went on mission with red torches and to our great excitement we had a special encounter with a
kiwi who came right up to us and almost bumped into Manu before realising and scurrying off!
Now getting ready for our next leg of the journey- north bound towards Christchurch!

